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Introduction
Context

This report looks at key developments that have taken place recently in the energy sector 
and assesses the prospects for the foreseeable future.  It also highlights the importance 
of the industry to Aberdeen City and Shire. 

The first major oil development on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) was over 30 years 
ago when production began from the Forties field.  Since then, the UKCS has become
a major centre of oil and gas production, with Aberdeen now positioned as a Global 
Centre of Excellence.  The area is especially recognised as a centre of excellence in 
the subsea sector.  Global production from subsea wells is set to grow rapidly with an 
increasing requirement for the types of service that have been successfully developed in 
and around Aberdeen.

When an earlier version of this report was published in April 2004, the outlook was not 
particularly encouraging - the oil price was fairly stable in the $25-$30 range; UKCS 
production had passed its peak; drilling activity was low; and employment numbers were 
gradually declining.  Although production has continued to fall, the increased oil price 
has stimulated drilling activity, confidence is high, and employment has risen, with skills 
shortages in some disciplines.

Importance of the Energy Sector to Aberdeen City and Shire

It is estimated that almost 40,000 people are directly employed in the Aberdeen City and 
Shire energy sector, with the majority being residents of the area.  The economic benefits 
arising from the spending power of these employees alone makes a huge contribution to 
the local economy; however, the importance of the sector extends much more widely and 
affects almost every facet of the economic life of the region.

The Aberdeen City and Shire Economic Forum, in its recently published Economic 
Manifesto (August 2007), has identified, as one of its 8 strategic priorities, the 
Internationalisation of the Oil and Gas Industry.  In the global energy market there are 
ever-growing opportunities to support international expansion for companies and to 
reinforce Aberdeen City and Shire as a global energy hub.
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The following examples show how the energy sector contributes to the wealth of the 
area and helps to maintain a high level of activity in other sectors:

Gross Domestic Product: the GDP of Aberdeen City and Shire is around £10 billion a 
year.  The area has one of the highest GDP per head ratios in the UK.

Transport: energy-related traffic has helped to boost activity levels at Aberdeen 
Airport and Heliport and Aberdeen Harbour.

Retailing: revenues from the energy industry have helped to make Aberdeen an 
important retailing centre, with further expansion planned.

Property: the Aberdeen travel-to-work area has a buoyant property market, with high 
demand in the residential and commercial sectors.  In recent months, a number of 
companies have progressed plans for major office developments in Aberdeen.

The importance of Aberdeen City and Shire’s energy sector should be put in context. 
In proportion to the total population, an industrial sector employing around 40,000 people 
here is equivalent to one employing 630,000 in London.

Various sources were used in compiling this report; the key ones are listed in the 
‘Selected Sources’ section.

•

•

•

•
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Asset Sales

One of the key features of the UKCS energy sector in the late 1990s/early 2000s was the 
transfer of mature production assets from well-established ‘supermajors’ to exploration 
and production companies, mainly from North America, who were new to the North Sea. 
There have been fewer of these transactions in recent years, although Maersk acquired 
the majority of Kerr-McGee’s UKCS interests and Nexen purchased the assets of fellow 
Canadian company EnCana.

From 2004 onwards, the high oil price resulted in a dramatic tightening of the North Sea 
asset market, making it difficult for new companies to become established on the UKCS.   
In June 2007, however, Shell and partner Esso announced that they were selling some 
of their older and relatively high-cost North Sea assets, including operated interests in 
Cormorant Alpha, Cormorant North, Tern, Eider, Kestrel and Pelican.  Negotiations are 
already taking place over the Shell/Esso stake in the Dunlin cluster. Although the scale 
of these proposed disposals came as a surprise, there is general agreement that assets 
sales of this type will secure jobs and prolong field lives.

Company Developments

In addition to the news about its proposed asset sales, Shell have also announced that 
they will not be proceeding with the planned £25M extension at their Tullos headquarters, 
which would have housed the company’s centre for subsea developments.  Instead, staff 
will be accommodated on existing sites.

Despite Shell’s announcement, there have been several positive instances of companies 
investing in the Aberdeen City and Shire area.  These include:

Weatherford - spending £19 million on the first part of a four-phase development in 
Altens.  The 20 acre site will include a new UK North Sea headquarters, due to be 
complete by mid 2008.  

Halliburton - planning to invest around £20 million in a new North Sea HQ at Dyce.

Subsea7 - relocating 850 staff to its new headquarters in Westhill.  The office 
complex will house up to 1,000 staff including 100 new recruits in the next 12-18 
months.  

•

•

•

Industry Structure
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BP - building new base at Dyce, which will hold 1,200 staff.  Due to open in mid 
October 2007.  

Wood Group - relocating to a corporate purpose-built global headquarters.

Acergy - developing a new 17-acre campus at the Westhill Business Park, with the 
potential to accommodate 800 staff.

Maersk Oil North Sea UK - undertaking a large-scale internal and external 
refurbishment at its headquarters in Altens. 

Shell - investing £350 million to secure the future of the St Fergus gas terminal near 
Peterhead.  The five-year scheme will secure the future of 300 workers as well as 
generating temporary construction jobs.

Scottish Enterprise - developing the Aberdeen Science and Energy Park, which will 
be a key infrastructure project, including the Energy Development Centre.

Less encouraging, however, was the announcement in July 2007 that Scotland’s bid to 
host the Energy Technology Institute hub would be based around Strathclyde University, 
despite a strong case by local energy companies, universities and public sector bodies 
for the hub to be based in the North East.  

Overseas Activity

As well as being the main centre for UKCS activities, Aberdeen is also becoming an 
important hub for international operations.  The extent of these operations is evident from 
the 2005/06 Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) survey of international 
activity in the oil and gas sector, which was published in December 2006.  Although the 
survey covers oil and gas exports for Scotland as a whole, the findings are particularly 
relevant to the North East, where most of Scotland’s oil and gas service and supply firms 
are located.

The SCDI survey valued direct exports from the Scottish-based operations at £1,898 
million in 2005, an increase of 2% on the previous year’s figure.  Direct exports include 
production and services that are supplied or managed from Scotland.  The survey also 
looked at international sales that were generated via overseas subsidiaries with Scottish-
based headquarters - sales in this sector rose to £1,856 million in 2005, an increase of 
4% on 2004.  In total, internationally derived sales from the Scottish oil and gas industry 
in 2005 were £3,754 million (see Figure 1).

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Figure 1 - Oil and Gas International Sales, Scotland

Activity 2003 (£M) 2004 (£M) 2005 (£M)

Direct Exports 1,605 1,861 1,898

Sales via Subsidiaries 1,788 1,793 1,856

Total International Activity 3,393 3,654 3,754

Source: Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) 

An Export Survey was carried out in 2007 for Business Gateway International Aberdeen 
City and Shire (BGI ACS).  It collected data on current exporting activities and future 
exporting intention of companies in the Aberdeen City and Shire area.  Respondents to 
the survey indicated a wide range of countries to which they currently export. Norway 
was the most frequently mentioned export market, followed by the USA.
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Oil Price

The average monthly oil price has risen sharply since 2003, reaching over $73 in July to 
August 2006.  Although the price fell in the latter part of 2006, there have been further 
increases in the first quarter of 2007 (see Figure 2).  At the time of writing, mid-July 
2007, the price stood at $76.

One of the main reasons for the high price of oil is strong growth in the global economy, 
which has expanded by more than 4% in each of the past four years.  Other important 
factors are the geopolitical tensions in the Middle East (which accounts for an 
estimated $10-15 of the current price of crude oil), fears over Iran’s uranium enrichment 
programme, unrest in Nigeria, and a shortage of American refinery capacity. 

Figure 2 - Oil Price, January 2003 to March 2007

Source: Aberdeen Petroleum Report 

The growth in the global economy will eventually slow down and the demand for oil 
should ease as a result.  Additionally, supply-side investment in refining and drilling 
activity will lead to greater capacity.  These factors should lead to a reduction in the oil 
price; though most commentators expect it to be over $50 for the foreseeable future.
The extent to which OPEC is able to regulate the price of oil by controlling output could 
also have a significant impact. 
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Oil Production

North Sea oil production has been declining in recent years.  At the beginning of 2003, 
average output was over 2.2 million barrels per day (mbpd).  Since then, however, there 
has been a steady decline and in the first quarter of 2007 average production fell to just 
below 1.5 mbpd (see Figure 3).  Between March 2006 and March 2007, production fell by 
14%.  Despite increased drilling activity, “the underlying long-term decline in production 
is unlikely to be reversed” (RBS Oil & Gas Index, May 2007).

Figure 3 - Oil Production, January 2003 to March 2007

Source: Aberdeen Petroleum Report

One effect of declining production has been a sharp rise in costs per barrel produced.  
The latest Oil & Gas UK Activity Survey shows that operating costs increased by 15% in 
2006.  Operating costs in the UKCS now average $9-10/barrels of oil equivalent (boe), 
compared with $5-6/boe three years ago, while the costs of bringing new North Sea 
developments into production look set to rise to around $25/boe over 2007-2009.

Gas

Gas provides 40% of the UK’s primary energy needs and demand is set to continue 
growing over the next fifteen years.  However, gas production from the UKCS is declining 
and an increasing proportion of the UK’s future demand for gas will be met from imports. 
The 2007 Energy White Paper indicates that imports could be meeting up to a third or 
more of the UK’s total gas demand, potentially rising to around 80% by 2020. 
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 Around half of current UKCS production comes from fields in the northern and central 
North Sea.  The Central North Sea (CNS) is the area that saw the most exploration 
and appraisal drilling activity in 2006 and much of that activity was focussed on gas-
condensate in the southern part of the CNS.  A number of gas discoveries have also been 
made west of Shetland, the largest of which is Total’s Laggan field.

Whereas the oil price has remained high throughout 2006 and into the first quarter of 
2007, there has been a high degree of volatility in the price of gas.  The forward price of 
gas has fallen sharply since the summer of 2006, largely due to an increase in gas supply 
from two new pipelines.  Even greater fluctuations have been seen in daily traded gas 
prices. 

Price instability could threaten future gas developments, particularly the already-marginal 
prospects west of Shetland.  The average size of these fields is small and most of them 
are in very deep water; as a result, development and operating costs will be high.  
Attracting investment for these projects may be difficult in a low gas price scenario. 
A lack of investment in the short-term could also mean that other gas reserves remain 
undeveloped as major fields and associated infrastructure are decommissioned.
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Field Approvals

Discovery size in recent years has typically been in the range of 20-30 million barrels of 
oil.  The size of find has declined as the basin matures and has halved over the last
10 years.

In March 2007, the Trade and Industry Secretary announced approval for the 350th 
offshore oil and gas development in the UKCS.  Twelve new fields in the Northern North 
Sea (NNS) and Central North Sea (CNS) received approval in the period from January 
2006 to June 2007 (see Figure 4).  These are relatively small fields that will use existing 
infrastructure.  The majority of future discoveries and approvals will also be small, 
reflecting the maturity of the UKCS.

Figure 4 - New Field Approvals, 2006

Field Name Block
Operator at Time

of Approval
Type of Field

Goosander 21/12 Venture Oil

Donan 15/20a Maersk Oil

Merganser 22/30a Shell Condensate

Nicol 15/25a Oilexco Oil

Affleck 30/19 Maersk Oil

Ettrick 20/02 Nexen Oil

Duart 14/20b Talisman Oil

Starling 29/03a Shell Condensate

Loirston 9/13b Exxon-Mobil Condensate

Barnacle 211/29 EDP Oil

Saxon 21/23b Petro-Canada Oil

Curlew C 29/07 Shell Oil

Source: Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (formerly DTI)

Fields
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The Nexen-operated Buzzard field came on stream in early January 2007, with production 
approaching a peak of 200,000 barrels per day (bpd).  Buzzard has over 450 million 
barrels of recoverable oil reserves and could be the hub platform for further development 
in the area.  Tweedsmuir (Talisman) has also come on stream, with production expected 
to exceed 50,000 bpd by September 2007.  The Brenda/Nicol (Oilexco) fields came on 
stream in June 2007 and production should average 30,000 bpd during the first year of 
production.

Drilling

The number of exploration and appraisal (E&A) wells that were started in 2006 was 
lower than the high level of E&A activity that was seen in 2005.  A total of 53 E&A wells 
were started in the northern sectors of the UKCS in 2006, mostly in the Central North Sea 
(CNS).  In the first quarter of 2007, 12 wells have been started (see Figure 5).  

Figure 5 - Offshore Exploration and Appraisal (E&A) Wells

Sector 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q1 2007

Central North Sea 26 40 46 39 7

Northern North Sea 2 8 15 7 4

West of Shetland 5 5 1 7 1

All Northern Sectors 33 53 62 53 12

Other Sectors 12 10 16 16 4

All Areas 45 63 78 69 16

Source: Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (formerly DTI)

Slightly fewer development wells were started in 2006 than 2005, down from 193 to 
182 in the northern sectors.  Activity was highest in the CNS, although there was also a 
significant level of activity in the NNS (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6 - Offshore Development Wells

Sector 2003 2004 2005 2006 Q1 2007

Central North Sea 77 98 118 111 23

Northern North Sea 73 49 58 59 7

West of Shetland 11 6 17 12 2

All Northern Sectors 161 153 193 182 32

Other Sectors 43 13 34 29 11

All Areas 204 166 227 211 43

Source: Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (formerly DTI)

The fall-off in drilling activity in 2006 was reflected in the reduced number of rigs 
operating in the northern sectors of the UKCS.  Despite a strong start, the number of 
active rigs fell to around 20-25 for the remainder of the year (see Figure 7).  The main 
reasons for this situation are: 

Shortage of drilling rigs and high day rates;
Opportunities in overseas oil and gas provinces;
High day rates operators are required to pay for rigs;
Increasing incidence of platform drilling on existing fields, and;
Cost inflation.

Figure 7 - Active Rigs in Northern Sectors of UKCS, 2003-2006

Source: Aberdeen Petroleum Report
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Remaining Reserves

Around 37 billion barrels of oil equivalent (boe) have been produced on the UKCS to 
date, and it is estimated that there is the potential for a further 16-25 billion boe to be 
produced. The actual level of future production will depend on a number of factors, for 
example:

Costs of exploration, appraisal and development;
Oil and gas prices;
Size of fields;
Costs of access to infrastructure and technology, and;
The tax regime.

Infrastructure

Most new fields will be too small to support their own pipelines and production facilities, 
and will have to rely on existing infrastructure.  However, much of that infrastructure 
is ageing.  It is important, therefore, that the exploration and appraisal of brownfield 
discoveries and marginal reserves is carried out before decommissioning plans are put in 
place for the infrastructure that these prospects may eventually use.

With more companies operating in the North Sea, access to infrastructure has become 
an important issue.  It has been argued that potential developments are being stifled by 
the cost of using third party infrastructure, such as pipelines.  Oil & Gas UK introduced a 
voluntary code of practice on access to infrastructure in 2004, which is currently under 
review.  The Code secures greater transparency in pipeline tariffs and operation, as well 
as fair and reasonable terms for third party access to existing infrastructure.  As part of 
the code, all technical data as well as commercial terms and conditions for all deals are 
published.

Decommissioning

Over the coming years, decommissioning will become an important feature of the UKCS 
oil and gas industry.  Thirty decommissioning projects (which are either underway or 
complete) have already been approved since the late 1980s, but a substantial increase 
is anticipated from 2007 onwards.  According to Oil & Gas UK’s 2007 Economic Report, 
there are approximately 470 installations to be decommissioned, which include small 
and large steel platforms, subsea facilities and floating equipment.  Some 10,000 
kilometres of pipelines, 15 onshore terminals and around 5,000 wells are also part 
of the infrastructure that is planned to be phased out.  Figure 8 shows the estimated 
decommissioning dates for the 2006 to 2015 period.

•
•
•
•
•
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Figure 8 - Number of Decommissioning Projects (Estimated)

Source: Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (formerly DTI)

The costs involved in decommissioning UKCS infrastructure is estimated at £15-£20 
billion.  The wide range reflects the uncertainties regarding those liabilities.  Oil & Gas 
UK’s own activity survey places decommissioning costs at just under £12 billion in real 
terms, some £3 billion higher than expected three years ago.  It should also be noted that 
over the same period decommissioning has slipped by around two years as a result of 
higher oil prices and improved projections of recovery.
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Taxation

Tax rates for oil and gas production now range for 50% to 70% since the latest increase 
in Supplementary Charge to Corporation Tax in January 2006.  Oil & Gas UK believe that 
the tax burden will have to be reduced with time, if the maximum recovery of reserves 
is to be achieved.  This will be particularly true if there is a sharp decline in the industry.  
Higher rates of taxation raise economic thresholds for investment and lead to less 
activity and lower recovery in the longer term.

In December 2006, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced his Pre-Budget Statement, 
which contained key reforms for the North Sea oil taxation regime.  From 1 July 
2007 previously decommissioned fields that are redeveloped will no longer be liable 
for Petroleum Revenue Tax (PRT).  Oil & Gas UK believe this measure will encourage 
investors to consider the viability of reopening abandoned fields to recover untapped 
reserves.  

In the Chancellor’s budget in March, it was announced that the 2p cut in corporation tax 
would not be applied to the North Sea oil industry, which will retain its existing capital 
allowances and rates of tax of 50%.  Oil & Gas UK believe this will mean the UKCS 
becomes even less competitive which could lead to diminished investment and a rapid 
decline in production, though to some extent this has been offset by the continued high 
oil prices.

Initiatives

PILOT is a joint Industry/Government forum that was set up in 2000 as a means of 
addressing the targets contained in the report ‘Template for Change’, produced by the 
Oil and Gas Industry Taskforce (OGITF).  PILOT targets relate to levels of production, 
expenditure and employment in the energy sector in the period to 2010 (Note: production 
was 3.02 billion boepd in January 2007).  The key target is to achieve production levels 
of 3 million boepd and to maintain investment levels of £3 billion a year through to 2010.  
Other targets aim to prolong self-sufficiency of oil and gas, make the UKCS the safest 
place to work in the world-wide oil and gas industry, and safeguard 100,000 jobs that 
would otherwise not have existed.  

Government
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Licensing

The 24th Offshore Oil and Gas Licensing Round was announced in March 2006.  
Acreage on offer included those areas currently unlicensed that were offered in the 23rd 
Round in 2005, with the addition of the Irish Sea that has recently been the subject of 
the former DTI’s Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) process.  In total, 1,191 
blocks were offered including 80 previously licensed North Sea blocks that are inactive 
and recently given up under the Government’s Fallow process.  A total of 150 oil and gas 
exploration and production licences were issued in February 2007 to 104 companies (of 
which 17 were new to the UKCS) covering 246 blocks.  Of the licences awarded, 79 were 
‘Traditional’ licences, 65 ‘Promote’ and 6 ‘Frontier’.  This continued the record number of 
licences issued in 2006.

The Fallow Initiative, launched in 2002 to regenerate activity in acreage and assets that 
have remained dormant for a number of years, continued to play a key role in forcing 
unworked blocks back into play.  52 previously fallow blocks were taken up in the 24th 
Licensing Round and since 2002, a total of 75 wells have been drilled on fallow blocks or 
discoveries.

The Promote Licence was introduced in an attempt to increase exploration and appraisal 
activity, and attract new companies to the UKCS.  It offers a licensee the opportunity to 
assess the prospectivity of licensed acreage for an initial two year period without the 
stringent checks that have to be passed for a traditional licence.  252 promote licences 
have been awarded so far, with 54 in the 21st Round, 58 in the 22nd, and 75 in the 23rd 
Round.  23 Licenses from the 22nd Round awards (out of the 58 originally issued) will 
continue, to include commitments of 13 firm wells (2 of which have already been drilled) 
and 10 new seismic and contingent wells. 

The Frontier Licence, introduced in the 22nd Licensing Round, was intended to 
encourage and support exploration and development in challenging areas like West of 
Shetland.  The Frontier Licence is aimed at larger companies, who are most likely to 
prospect in the challenging areas of the Atlantic margin.  They offer 10% off the cost of a 
traditional licence for the first two years, and offer a larger amount of acreage on which 
to explore.  The licensee can then relinquish three quarters of the acreage after the initial 
two-year period to focus on the area which shows the best potential.
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Employment

In 2006, the total employment provided by the oil and gas sector in the UK was estimated 
to have risen to 480,000, of which 380,000 were involved in domestic production, based 
on a study commissioned by Oil & Gas UK.  The total can be broken down into:

30,000 directly employed in oil and gas companies and major contractors;
260,000 employed in the wider oil and gas sector supply chain, and;
100,000 jobs supported by economic activity induced by oil and gas employees 
spending throughout the wider economy.

Oil & Gas UK predict the number of jobs involved in domestic production is not expected 
to increase further in 2007, given the lower investment forecast, but there could be 
increased demand for people in export markets.

In Scotland, Oil & Gas UK estimate that there are over 100,000 high skilled oil and gas 
jobs alone because of the presence of the UK oil and gas industry.   When total economic 
activity is included the industry provides employment for around 150,000 people in 
Scotland.  Four parliamentary constituencies in the Aberdeenshire area account for 38% 
of all UK jobs supported by the upstream oil and gas industry.

According to the latest Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce (AGCC) Oil and 
Gas Survey, positive employment trends were recorded amongst operators, with the 
majority anticipating increasing employment over the next 12 months.  Overall, 57% 
of contractors reported increasing employment during the survey period, while 71% 
expected to increase employment further over the next year.  Actual hours worked 
over the period also continued to be above planned levels and 35% expect this trend to 
continue for the next year.

Training and Skills Shortages

There have been a number of important industry commitments in terms of centres of 
excellence and training programmes, and there are new facility developments and related 
investments on the ground in the North East of Scotland.  

•
•
•

Workforce
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In June 2006, a multi-million pound training programme was launched in Aberdeen. 
It included £1 million in direct funding from OPITO and the Offshore Training Foundation, 
to address immediate skills shortages in the oil and gas industry.  The OPITO Accelerate 
programme was developed in response to research carried out at the end of 2005 by 
OPITO, the UK oil and gas industry’s training organisation, for the Industry Leadership 
Team (ILT).  In collaboration with industry employers and with contributions in kind 
from the sector’s trade associations, OPITO has created seven programmes under 
the Accelerate brand.  These will be refined during 2007 to reflect the demands from 
industry.

The UK Oil and Gas Industry has experienced extremely high levels of activity over 
recent years, leading to a high demand for skilled labour.  The continuation of this 
demand has raised concerns over the demographics of the current UKCS workforce, 
and the sustainability of the skills base. According to the 8th AGCC Oil and Gas 
Survey (December 2006 to April 2007), skills shortages were seen as an international 
problem by both producers and operators, with ‘skills shortages and the loss of staff to 
other companies’ widely cited as an indicator which is likely to limit activity over the 
forthcoming year.  One particular area of concern often highlighted is the age profile for 
offshore population, which is traditionally viewed as ageing and all male. 

Workforce Demographics

Recent research carried by Oil & Gas UK provides information on the demographics of the 
UKCS workforce.  The research reveals that the average age for the total UKCS workforce 
is 41 years, rising to almost 43 years for offshore workers.  Figure 9 shows the age 
distribution of the total workforce.  It can be seen that there is under-representation in 
the under 24 and 30-34 age groups.  

Figure 9 - 2006 UKCS Age Analysis

Source: Oil & Gas UK
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The number of females employed by the offshore industry has increased gradually over 
recent years.  In 2006, just under 1,800 female personnel worked offshore.  Although 
many are employed within the catering sector, significant numbers are also entering 
technical roles.  The age profile for female workers was weighted towards the younger 
age groups, with an average age of 34 years. 

Specific demographic issues need to be addressed by the industry.  For example, the 
under 24 age group needs to be targeted to avoid potential personnel shortages in the 
future.  Similarly, there should be a recruitment drive aimed at the 30-34 age group to 
counter potential shortages of supervisory staff.  In order for recruitment incentives to be 
as effective as possible, the industry needs to identify the key issues affecting personnel 
levels in the UKCS.  
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Business Optimism

2006 saw a continuation of the high level of North Sea activity that has been witnessed 
over the last few years, with business confidence in the UKCS remaining high despite 
some fluctuations in the oil price.  However, according to the latest (8th) survey 
conducted by the Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce (AGCC), growth in 
confidence was less marked in the early months of 2007 than it was throughout 2005 and 
2006.  They key results of the AGCC survey include:

A consolidation of previous increased investment in 2006 with continued but slower 
rates of growth expected in 2007;

A continued rising trend in both UKCS and overseas-based work in 2006, expecting to 
strengthen further in 2007;

The percentage of contractors working at or above optimum levels continuing at a 
high level;

Rising levels of investment reported by producers and contractors;

Skill shortages seen as an international problem;

Other constraints affecting producers in the UKCS were commodity prices, taxation, 
contractors’ capacity and rising costs.

Amongst contractors, the net trend in business confidence continued to rise, although at 
more modest rates than previously reported.  A net balance of 27% reported being more 
optimistic about the UKCS business environment than they had been a year previously, 
compared with equivalent figures of 49% and 72% in the last two surveys.  However, a 
net balance of 12% were less confident as to the year ahead (see Figure 10).

•

•

•

•

•

•

Outlook
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Figure 10 - Business Confidence in UKCS by Producers (Net Balances)

Source: AGCC 8th Oil and Gas Survey, December 2006 to April 2007

The majority of producers reported a level trend in UKCS-based activity throughout the 
survey period.  This trend suggests a period of continuation or consolidation of current 
projects, with the emphasis on level trends in exploration and production over the
next year.

Level trends in activity were also reported outside the UKCS with operators anticipating 
trends to continue through 2007.  68% of contractors reported increased overseas 
activity, with the most broadly based increases in international activity amongst 
contractors during 2007 relating to production rather than exploration related work.

Expenditure Forecasts

According to Oil & Gas UK’s 2007 Economic Report, expenditure on the UKCS rose by 
more than £2 billion to £11.5 billion in 2006, 10% higher than was forecast last year.
This total comprised about £600 million on exploring for and appraising new discoveries, 
£5.6 billion capital investment to bring new production on stream and £5.5 billion to 
enable recovery from existing fields. The major contributor to higher expenditure is cost 
inflation rather than higher activity levels, with the high oil price creating an increased 
demand for resources globally.
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The latest Spends and Trends Report produced by Scottish Enterprise indicates that 
expenditure in 2007 will be similar to 2006.  From 2007 to 2011, it is forecast that 
expenditure in the UKCS will decline by 40%.  Although by the end of that period, 
expenditure is forecast to be only slightly lower than the annual average for the 2002 to 
2004 period.   The biggest fall is expected to be in capital expenditure (Capex), where 
a fall of 70% is forecast in the period between 2006 and 2011.  Operating (Opex) and 
decommissioning expenditure will also fall, while decommissioning expenditure will 
increase (see Figure 11).

Figure 11 - UKCS Expenditure Summary, (£million)

Expenditure 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Change

2006/11

Exploration 600 690 550 470 370 280 -53%

Capex 5,720 4,710 4,230 3,420 2,760 1,800 -69%

Opex 5,790 6,000 5,680 5,420 5,110 4,790 -17%

Decomm 500 620 390 410 480 580 +16%

Total 12,610 12,020 10,850 9,720 8,720 7,450 -41%

Source: Scottish Enterprise (figures converted from $ to £) 
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The Government is strongly committed to more extensive use of renewable energy. 
A target has been set that 10% of UK electricity should come from renewable sources by 
2010.  Additionally, the Scottish Executive has stated that 40% of Scotland’s electrical 
energy should come from renewable sources by 2020.  In many respects, the Aberdeen 
City and Shire area is well placed to play a leading role in developing renewable energy 
technologies.

The location of the likes of DTI, HSE and Scottish Enterprise’s Energy teams within 
Aberdeen also indicates the close links that potentially exist between renewables and the 
offshore oil and gas industry.  The development of a successful oil and gas industry over 
the past 40 years could be seen as a useful template for renewables with technology, 
skills and business practices transferred to the emerging renewables sector.

Aberdeenshire Council has made a commitment to becoming a carbon neutral 
organisation by the year 2020.  Being ‘carbon neutral’ means removing as much carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere as is put in, including supporting projects like wind farms 
and solar parks, making clean energy more affordable, and reducing future greenhouse 
gas emissions to make up for travel and electricity uses.  The authority will also start 
dialogue with partner organisations to set plans in motion to achieve Aberdeenshire’s aim 
of becoming a carbon neutral region by 2030.

Wind Energy

Talisman Energy (UK) and Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) are developing the world’s 
first deepwater windfarm in the Moray Firth.  Two turbines will be used for five years to 
evaluate the planned 200-turbine wind farm that Talisman and SSE have been considering 
developing to prove the technical and commercial viability of deepwater offshore 
windfarms.  The first turbine recently became operational, while the second will be 
installed in summer 2007.  The project is innovative in many ways: the first offshore wind 
turbine in 45m of water; the first offshore deployment of a 5Mw machine; the first use of 
an oil and gas type jacket to support the turbine; and the first onshore assembly
of the turbine tower, nacelle and blades (with transportation and installation of the 
complete unit).

Renewables
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The Aberdeen Renewable Energy Group (AREG) has teamed up with AMEC to investigate 
the feasibility of developing a windfarm off the coast of Aberdeen City and Shire.  The 
joint venture company Aberdeen Offshore Windfarm Ltd is developing a design for the 
windfarm, and feasibility studies are currently being conducted on the sea bed, sea 
birds, marine safety, wind patterns and potential heights of the turbines.  The proposed 
windfarm allows for up to 23 three-bladed wind turbines, with a maximum height of 150 
meters, located approximately 1-3 miles offshore.  The complete windfarm project could 
produce enough energy to meet around half of the domestic electricity supply of the 
Aberdeen City and Shire area.

In Aberdeenshire, the Centrica commissioned Glens of Foudland windfarm has brought 
26Mw of generating capacity into production, while Boyndie windfarm near Portsoy is 
also up and running, as is Dummuie which is adjacent to the A96 near Huntly.

In Aberdeen City, Cults Primary has become the first school in Scotland to use wind to 
generate power.  The installed turbine is powerful enough to run most of the school’s 
canteen, while an LCD screen has been installed to let children and staff monitor wind 
speed and direction, power output and the amount of carbon dioxide that would have 
been pumped into the environment if the school used mainstream power sources.

Wave/Tidal Stream Energy

Lunar Energy along with E.ON UK recently announced their plans to develop a subsea 
tidal stream power farm off the West Coast of Britain within the next two years.  The 
new tidal power system is currently being tested at a location near Aberdeen, and will 
undergo sea trials in the waters of Orkney within the next 2 months.  The final location 
for the subsea farm has yet to be decided.  Rotech, based in Aberdeen, are Lunar 
Energy’s technology partners and are building the 8Mw tidal turbines.

The leading wave machine manufacturer Ross Deeptech, based in Stonehaven, have 
manufactured key components of a wave power generating system called Pelamis, the 
first wave energy device to generate electricity for the National Grid.  Three are already 
in use in Portugal, and they hope to win an order for the first Scottish wave farm being 
planned off Orkney.
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Biomass/Waste to Energy

In March, the Scottish Executive announced the results of the biomass grants scheme 
aimed at reducing CO2 emissions by 37,000 tonnes a year.  Eight grants were awarded 
in Aberdeen City and Shire, including a combined power scheme for the Seaton high-rise 
flats in Aberdeen. The grant will allow Phase 2 of the combined heat and power scheme 
to begin by expanding the plant’s capacity and using biomass to meet the base load of 
heat. Gas will then be used only as back up to meet peak demand. The combined heat 
and power will produce green electricity that will be fed into the grid, plus heating and 
hot water for nearby homes and local facilities including the Beach Ballroom, Lynx Ice 
Arena, Beach Leisure Centre and proposed Regional Sports Facility.

Plans to establish a biodiesel plant in the North East of Scotland are now in the latter 
stages of a feasibility study, and interest from the growing, co-operative and production 
sectors is high.  The study is now moving forward with projects in a number of areas to 
develop solutions suited to local needs.

The Aboyne Academy Wood Chip Boiler was commissioned in early 2007. It uses locally-
sourced wood chips to heat two schools, a swimming pool, a community centre and 
library.  Commercial scale wood pellet production is due to commence at two plants in 
Aberdeenshire during 2007, producing around 30,000 tonnes of wood pellets a year.

Carbon Abatement Technology

The International Energy Agency recognises that renewable energy capacity cannot 
be developed quickly enough to reverse the increasing emissions.  As a result, Carbon 
Abatement Technology (CAT), or carbon capture, will be a key component in improving 
global emissions in the future.

BP, as operator of the Miller gas field, announced in 2005 its plans to build the world’s 
first carbon capture programme along side the Scottish and Southern Energy plant at 
Boddam near Peterhead.  The plant would have produced 550Mw and prevented over 1.8 
million tonnes of carbon dioxide from entering the earth’s atmosphere each year through 
pumping it back into the Miller field.  

As both the capital costs and the cost of carbon captured and delivered back to sites like 
the Miller Field are high, investment of more than £500 million would still be required 
by BP who are looking for assistance from the UK Government.  However, with the 
publication of the Energy White Paper in May 2007, indicating a delay until November of 
the start of a competition to select a scheme for Government support, BP announced that 
it was not proceeding with the scheme as it stands.
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Other Renewable Energy Sources

Although there has been a slow uptake of solar panels in the UK compared to many other 
countries at similar latitudes, in 2005 Aberdeen City Council installed the largest solar 
thermal array in Scotland at Bridge of Don Academy to heat the water in the swimming 
pool.  The proposal for solar panels being used to heat the outdoor swimming pool in 
Stonehaven during the summer months, and the indoor pool during the winter months 
when the outdoor pool is closed, is also due to proceed.

Although not strictly renewable unless the electricity to power them is generated from 
renewable resources, heat pumps are an extremely effective means of extracting energy 
from the soil, watercourse or the air, producing around three to four times the energy 
input as electricity.  Aberdeen City Council is currently testing heat pumps in a number of 
their properties, while Aberdeenshire Council has installed five in hard-to-heat homes.

siGEN, based in Bucksburn in Aberdeen, is one of Scotland’s leading hydrogen 
applications enterprises and opportunities to develop hydrogen clusters are being 
investigated through AREG and industry trade bodies.  Production of hydrogen could be 
enhanced through utilising the power generated by wind turbines.

Future

The Aberdeen City and Shire area is well positioned to become a centre of excellence 
in Renewable Energy development.  The annual All Energy conference, the UK’s largest 
exhibition and conference devoted to all forms of renewable energy, continues to grow 
with more than 4,000 people attending the 2007 event, along with 350 exhibiting 
companies and over 200 speakers.  For the first time H207, the Hydrogen and Fuel Cells 
conference also ran simultaneously.

A new Renewables Research Centre and an accompanying Joint Chair in Energy Futures 
has recently been established.  Both The University of Aberdeen and The Robert Gordon 
University agreed to contribute £700,000 for an initial three-year period, with the 
Joint Chair intending to strengthen and complement the research capacity of the two 
universities in renewables energy technologies. 

AREG are intending to construct an Energy Futures Centre in Aberdeen as part the Beach 
redevelopment. The building will be a state of the art representation of the future of 
energy, housing, businesses and energy attractions.  It will be partly office and partly 
public space, providing the opportunity to showcase Aberdeen’s oil and gas technologies 
while being the focus for energy in Aberdeen.
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A new initiative called Renewables Connection was launched in May 2007.  It promotes 
small-scale renewable products and supports the development of the renewable 
infrastructure in the North East of Scotland.  Initially funded and supported for three years 
by Aberdeen City Council, Scottish Enterprise, Shell UK Limited, AREG and SCARF (Save 
Cash and Reduce Fuel), Renewables Connection aims to overcome barriers in installing 
renewable energy devises in homes and small businesses. The company aims to install 
100 renewable systems per year and become fully self-funding within three years.

Many skills can be readily transferred from the oil and gas sector to the emerging 
renewables sector, including front-end engineering design skills and project management 
and project finance experience.  However, current capacity constraints in the oil and 
gas sector could threaten the emerging renewable energy industry, particularly the 
offshore wind industry, as many of the same skills sets and resources are needed for 
both.  The number of jobs in the renewable sector in Aberdeen City and Shire cannot yet 
be precisely quantified.  Currently many renewable jobs are in addition to existing jobs, 
rather than new jobs, but numbers are increasing year on year and there is potential for a 
major increase in employment as the scale of renewable projects increases.
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Conclusions
The UKCS is a proven world-class province with significant development potential for 
companies of all sizes.

Several companies have recently shown significant commitment to the UKCS, and 
indeed Aberdeen City and Shire, through investment in new onshore facilities.

The UK sector of the North Sea has produced approximately 37 billion barrels of oil 
equivalent (boe) to date.  

It is estimated that a further 16-25 billion boe remain to be extracted.

The 2006 Licensing Round produced the highest number of applications (147) ever 
recorded in the 35 year history of the North Sea.

New technology, developed by Aberdeen City and Shire based companies, is now 
making it possible to tap into previously hard-to-reach reserves.

Around 40,000 people work directly in the energy sector, offshore and onshore, in 
Aberdeen City and Shire.

There is a strong and complete supply chain, encompassing the ‘supermajors’, 
contractors of all sizes, subsea specialists and a range of professional disciplines   
(e.g. banking, insurance and legal) that support the sector.

A highly skilled workforce.

Aberdeen City and Shire is a testing ground for new technologies, including 
renewables, carbon capture and drilling techniques. The area has positioned itself well 
to become a global centre of excellence in renewable energy development.

But there are a number of issues, challenges and risks:

Prospects tend to be small.

Costs of exploration, development and operation are amongst highest in world.

The industry perceives the fiscal regime to be burdensome.

•

•

•

•
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Competition for investment funds is intense.

Current levels of exploration may not maximise recovery of our resources, despite 
current high oil prices.

New fields are too small to support their own pipelines and production facilities; they 
will need to rely on existing but ageing infrastructure.

Skill shortages and recruitment difficulties.

•

•

•

•
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Selected Sources

‘2006 Activity Survey’, UKOOA (now Oil & Gas UK)

‘2007 Economic Report’, Oil & Gas UK

‘Spends and Trends 2007’, Scottish Enterprise

‘2006 UKCS Workforce Demographics Report’, Oil & Gas UK

‘Oil and Gas Survey’, Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce

‘UKCS Supply Chain Economic Estimates’, Experian

‘Aberdeen Petroleum Report’, Aberdeen Petroleum Publishing Weekly

‘Survey of International Activity in the Oil and Gas Sector, 2005/06’, SCDI

‘Oil & Gas Index’, RBS Economics Group

Press & Journal, Monthly Energy Supplement

Department of Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (formerly DTI) 

For further information, please contact:

Sonia Boyd, Research Officer, Strategic Research and Information, Strategic Leadership, 
Aberdeen City Council, St Nicholas House, Broad Street, Aberdeen AB10 1BW
01224-522935
soboyd@aberdeencity.gov.uk

Tom Snowling, Senior Research Officer, Strategic Research and Information,
Strategic Leadership, Aberdeen City Council, St Nicholas House, Broad Street,
Aberdeen AB10 1BW
01224-523322
tsnowling@aberdeencity.gov.uk

or

Visit the North East Scotland Economic Research website (http://www.neser.org.uk),
which contains a range of socio-economic data, including the comprehensive
‘Economic Review 2007’.
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